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Summary
This work addresses segmentation of volumetric images of woven carbon fiber
textiles from micro tomography data. We propose a semi-supervised algorithm to
classify carbon fibers that requires sparse input as opposed to completely labeled
images. The main contributions are: (a) design of effective discriminative classifiers,
for 3D textile samples, trained on wavelet features for segmentation; (b) coupling
of previous step with Non-local means as simple, efficient alternative to the Potts
model; (c) demonstration of reuse of classifier to diverse samples containing simi-
lar content. We evaluate our work by curating test sets of voxels in the absence of
a complete ground truth mask. The algorithm obtains an average 0.95 F1 score on
test sets and average F1 score of 0.93 on new samples. We conclude with discus-
sion of failure cases and propose future directions toward analysis of spatio-temporal
high-resolution microtomography images.
KEYWORDS:
microCT, composites, neural networks, machine learning, 3D woven carbon fiber, 3D segmentation, 3D
image processing
1 INTRODUCTION
Imaging for materials research presents diverse and com-
plex challenges for data processing and interpretation. The
relatively high data collection rates of tomography instru-
ments often cause data processing to be a major bottleneck
in quantitative analysis of material properties. Machine learn-
ing algorithms combined with human-computer interaction
have the potential to dramatically improve the efficiency of
tomography based materials analysis [11]. Using state-of-the
art settings, a material sample is subjected to conditions of
interest, such as high temperature, pressure, mechanical loads,
etc. Concurrently, the sample is non-invasively analyzed with
0Abbreviations: LBP, local binary pattern; LTV, local total variation;
microCT, micro-tomography; MLP, multilayer perceptron; NLM, non-local means;
NN, neural network, RF, random forest
synchrotron-based hard X-ray micro-tomography (microCT)
instrument to observe changes to its microstructure.
MicroCT data collection has been used to study carbon
fibers [44], ceramicmatrix composites [3, 43], batteries, bones,
and many other materials [24]. But there is a growing gap
between the rate at which one can acquire volumetric microCT
data, which is on the order of seconds to minutes; and the
rate at which image analysis pipelines can be devised and
deployed, which is on the order of months or more. Planned
instrument upgrades will lead facilities to produce terabytes of
image-based data per second, further enlarging this gap.
There are two essential requirements in developing image
analysis pipelines. The first is generality: designing function-
ing pipelines across a wide number of use cases becomes chal-
lenging as the number of use cases grows, and the investigation
of microscopic deformations reach the instrument resolution
limits. The second is ability to handle complex data quickly:
synchrotron microCT imaging experiments create large data
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sets, with each experiment containing up to ∼ 8 × 109 vox-
els, with modern laboratory sources pushing this boundary to
nearly 1011 voxels. When represented in floating point, the size
of the data produced by an experiment is usually too large to
fit in memory on a personal computer during analysis.
Image segmentation consists in partitioning digital images
into multiple sets, and is an essential part of the image analy-
sis pipeline. In full generality, it remains an unsolved problem
in computer vision. A common task in material science is to
either develop custom algorithms or, in the worst case, create
manual segmentation. In either scenario, there is substantial
work either on the part of the algorithm designer or on the part
of the human data curator. A custom algorithm can take several
months to develop and might not generalize well to new and
similar datasets, however the manual segmentation problem is
substantially more costly and seldom reproducible.
In this work, we describe our work towards a middle ground,
creating a semi-supervised approach where the material sci-
entist can offer input, but far less than complete manual seg-
mentations, and the software architects design features and
classifiers, but not to the extent of complete customization. In
particular, we aim for the following algorithmic characteris-
tics:
1. Treat scientist input as expensive but not unavailable;
2. Generalize learned models to similar samples;
3. Compute results efficiently.
By considering scientist input as limited, we opt for an
interactive labeling regime. The input is in the form of doo-
dles, common to modern interactive segmentation algorithms
[38, 23], on a sample subset of cross-sections from the vol-
ume. This avoids the need for completely labeled images or
entire blocks in the volumetric case. To generalize to other
samples, we design a set of non-trivial preprocessing steps and
features, combined to training strategies to create a discrimina-
tive classifier. For efficiency, we use Non-local means (NLM)
as an alternative to primal-dual methods for the Potts model.
The workflow is outlined in Figure 1, with different colors
emphasizing different approaches that are compared to each
other.
Our main accomplishments are as follows.
1. Design of image processing steps and features that, when
a classifier is trained on sparse input, generalizes enough
for image analysis of unseen samples;
2. Description of Non-local means as a fast and simple to
implement alternative to primal-dual methods for the
Potts model;
3. Demonstration of segmentation results of the proposed
method in comparison with competitive approaches
using Random Forest and several other features.
These accomplishments are demonstrated using microCT
data of three-dimensional woven carbon fiber textile samples
(Figure 2), being developed for heat shield applications on
NASA spacecraft. AmicroCT stochastic analysis of this weave
has been carried out by Vanaerschot et al. [44], which high-
lighted a compelling need for robust and efficient segmentation
techniques that can enable simulations of material properties
for full characterization of heat shield resilience to extreme
conditions. The segmentation task in this case to to separate
the warp tows the weft tows, where a tow is a bundle of fibers.
See Figure 2 for a visualization.
This paper proceeds as follows: Section 2, we discuss pre-
vious work on interactive segmentation with an emphasis
on materials science; Section 3, we formalize the problem
and introduce notation. Section 4 characterizes our proposed
methodology and its four main modules. Section 5 depicts the
experimental data andmetrics to evaluate the proposedmethod
in comparison with other algorithms. Section 6 describes
results on real data obtained from NASA, here carbon fiber
weaves under consideration for construction of heat shields.
Section 7 summarizes findings, shows potential shortcom-
ings of our algorithm and delineates future directions of this
research.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Interactive image segmentation has been widely used in com-
puter vision [6, 46, 22]. One of the successes was the creation
of graph cuts by Boykov and Jolly [6], which modeled the
problem as determining the minimum cut hyperplane sepa-
rating seed and source markers. Graph cuts was extended to
include priors, as in [45], as well as improved with a simpler
interface with GrabCut [36], which only requires a bounding
box on the foreground. Outside of natural images [35, 10], new
applications of interactive segmentation algorithms appear
sparse in the microCT community.
Successful use-cases with graph cuts and GrabCut corre-
spond mostly to situations including color features or high
gray-level contrast. When these properties are not enough to
capture different phases of the object, considerable effort is
required to design other priors. Examples include adding spa-
tial dependency of the labeling using the distance transform
[26], star-convexity of the shape given the initial position of
a labeling [12], texture features [40], and in other cases
a combination of spatial cues, color, and dictionary learning
[27, 1].
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FIGURE 1Investigation of image analysis workflows for X-ray microCT data: white boxes indicate common steps among
approaches, gray indicates points of pipeline divergence. Each color implies a specificmachine learning classifier used to create a
different segmentation of warp and weft partitions; orange: RF1 with Gabor+Hessian, magenta: RF2 with LBP, and the modules
of the proposed method in blue: NN with NLM.
FIGURE 2Rendering of an woven carbon fiber textile sample
using Paraview [14] before segmentation to separate the weft
(horizontal tows) from the warp (vertical tows).
Overall, distance cues combined with texture can improve
segmentation. The model being that, if an unknown voxel is
close to a given labeled voxel, and they present similar texture,
they will also be more likely to share the same label [27]. This
approach is often adequate if one needs to segment a single
image and a single object, but loses its effectiveness when gen-
eralizing to unseen images with multiple instances of the same
object. In other words, objects relatively far from each other
can belong to the same class, and the previous assumption of
spatial closenesses is no longer valid. Therein, specific features
become necessary to improve segmentation of samples coming
from materials sciences.
Recently, features learned by Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (DCNN) [32, 15, 2] have outperformed approaches
using hand-engineered image attributes. The drawback of
DCNN’s is in the requirement to curate a statistically large
database. For volumetric microCT images, the number of
available curated datasets is seldom large enough, if available
at all. However, there is a considerable amount of redundancy
in the content of a given microCT image, and images of com-
parable samples. This suggests that training on the appropriate
features, i.e. reasonably well separated in feature space, can
generalize enough to similar datasets given a sparse input. In
particular, we are interested in features that are tailored to elon-
gated structures, which are common in samples imaged with
microCT, such as concrete [24], fiber beds [17] and textile [44].
Voxel by voxel classification can lead to spurious false pos-
itives, and noisy classification maps, shortcomings discussed
in [16]. A common approach to mitigate such inaccuracies is
to post-process results by assuming smooth interfaces between
classes [6, 33]. An optimization problem for this model can be
derived as the Maximum A Posteriori solution for a Markov
Random Field, which is called the Potts Model [28].
In the binary case, i.e. foreground and background parti-
tions, the Potts model can be solved efficiently using max-flow,
min-cut algorithms [6]. However, in the case of more than two
labels as considered in our work, it becomes NP-hard. Convex
relaxations have been proposed, bringing several benefits: (a)
replacement of the hard integer assignment to a class with soft,
probabilistic output; (b) a single global minimum; (c) scalabil-
ity to complex and large datasets. Notably, these models share
a direct connection with total variation denoising, common to
standard image processing [18, 28]. This motivates our pro-
posal of Non-local means to improve voxel classification, as a
fast alternative to solving a convex optimization problem. To
this end, we derive Non-local means as a first approximation
to the MAP estimate of a pairwise Markov Random Field.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
FIGURE 3Steps of proposed feature computation: (a) original cross-section, (b) contrast adjustment and normalization, (c)
result of vertical starlet transform at scale zero, although method computes transformation in two directions, vertical and diag-
onal, (d) result of LTV showing the effect of highlighting the oscillatory portions of the weft, without amplifying the small
response of the warp. Note the response of the left most, vertical tow is close to zero. Furthermore, since the starlet transform
is Lipschitz continuous with respect to diffeomorphisms, the right most vertical tows also have a response close to zero.
3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Consider the problem of image segmentation of a multi-
layered woven carbon fiber textile. A weave is comprised of
tows which run perpendicular to one another, with each tow in
turn being comprised of several thousand fibers. The segmen-
tation task is to separate the weft tows from the warp tows as
illustrated in Figure 2. More specifically, let the three dimen-
sional coordinates (푥, 푦, 푧) describe the sample spatially, then
we refer to the weft as those tows running parallel to the 푧
axis and the warp as those tows parallel to the 푦 axis. The
tows are not parallel, instead they oscillate according to an
engineered architecture where each tow, in each direction, will
likely present its own periodicity. For the purposes of this paper
we refer to “parallel” as parallel up to some small non-rigid
deformation.
The label set is denoted  = {0, ..., 퐿 − 1} with cardinality|| = 퐿. In our case, we take the background to be the first
class, weft to be the second and warp to be the third. The total
number of voxels, denoted by푁 , and the domain of the 푥, 푦 and
푧 axis, respectively are given by [0, 푁푥−1],[0, 푁푦−1],[0, 푁푧−
1]. The collection of all voxels, ordered lexicographically is
denoted as and each element of is referred to as a node.The
point (푧, 푥, 푦) corresponds to the푁푥푁푦푧+푁푦푥+푦 node in  .
We define a segmentation to be a labeling function assigning
each voxel to a class, or 푈 ∶  → . The function 푈 can
be represented using boolean indicator functions assigned to
each node. That is, the indicator function for the 푖’th node is
푢푖 ∈ {0, 1}퐿 denoted 푢푖 = (푢푖,0,… , 푢푖,퐿−1), and respects the
uniqueness condition:
퐿−1∑
푙=0
푢푖,푙 = 1 (1)
The following section describes our model and approach for
determining 푈 .
4 PROPOSED APPROACH
Our approach consists of four modules that are common to
interactive segmentation methods: (a) Feature computation,
(b) Standardization, (c) Voxel classification, and (d) Spatial
context merging. Standardization ensures samples are compa-
rable. Features are then computed and fed into a discriminative
classifier, whose output is contextualized spatially by comput-
ing the Non-local means. In Figure 1, the white and blue boxes
emphasize steps in our proposed approach. The other colors
indicate choices for algorithms we compare with in Section
5.2. This section describes the choices for each of these steps
in the proposed approach.
4.1 Texture Features
In order to describe weaves imagedwithmicroCT, we use prior
knowledge about the tows orientation. Taking a cross-section
in the (푥, 푦) plane as in Figure 3(a), the “rough” portion of the
image corresponds to the weft and the “smooth” portion cor-
responds to the warp. The opposite occurs when considering
(푦, 푧) plane.
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To exploit this observation, we use a nonlinear filter inspired
by the cartoon-texture separation work of Buades [8]. In this
work, the authors used a nonlinear filter pair successfully sep-
arated the “cartoon" (piecewise 퐶2) portion of an image, from
the texture (rapidly varying) portion of the image.
There are two components to the filter. The first is apply-
ing a linear operation, which is intended to separate out the
texture from the piecewise smooth component. In the work of
Buades, the derivative operator is chosen to handle texture in
general. In the second operation, texture at a particular scale of
interest extracted by applying the absolute value pointwise to
each pixel, as well as Gaussian smoothing. This combination
of applying the absolute value pointwise andGaussian smooth-
ing is called the local total variation. The standard deviation of
the Gaussian controls the scale of texture extracted.
In our work, the goal is to separate phases which have a
texture in a particular orientation. Therefore our choice of lin-
ear operator is the directionally dependent filter, useful for
isotropic features, the starlet transform [42]. The resulting fil-
tered image after applying this transform is given in Figure
3(c). We still apply local total variation, that is we take the
derivative and smooth the result. To preserve the boundaries
of the tows however, we use a median filter in contrast to a
Gaussian, and capture texture at smaller scales. We choose the
window parameter in this case to be 3. We found, qualitatively,
increasing this parameter lead to excessive blurring. This suc-
cessfully separates the two phases of interest, in comparison to
simply using a linear filter, as illustrated in Figure 3.
In summary, our total filter, which we name “modified local
total variation” for convenience, is given as follows.
푀퐿푇푉 (퐼) =푀(|퐷퐼|) (2)
Where 퐼 is a two dimensional image,푀 is the median filter, |⋅|
is the pointwise absolute value and 퐷 is the standard centered
difference derivative.  is the starlet transform.
We stress this choice of using the local total variation in
combination with wavelets comes with two benefits. The first
is memory efficiency. A traditional approach would be to use
an over-complete representation such as directional Gaussian
derivate filters for multiple orientations, frequencies and scales
used in Textons [19], but this is likely to be redundant for
3D textile analysis. The starlet transform [42] was specifi-
cally designed to separate isotropic features from a smoother,
slower varying background. There is a single parameter and it
works effectively for the samples under consideration, which
is why we favored it over the more flexible, but with more
degrees-of-freedom Texton filter bank.
A second benefit is robustness to small deformations. To
be able to handle small changes in orientation, we use the
property that wavelet filters are Lipschitz continuous to diffeo-
morphisms [37]. This implies that the response of a wavelet in
a given orientation will be close to the wavelet response which
has undergone a small, non-rigid transformation. An example
is illustrated in Figure 3. This property is particularly powerful
for restricting the number of features we use. For comparison,
the Texton filter bank creates 40 copies of a two dimensional
image. Our algorithm, in three dimensions, uses 5 copies in
total.
In summary, our features have the following properties:
1. They can be computed in linear time, using a combina-
tion of filtering and point-wise nonlinearities.
2. They require less memory than larger redundant repre-
sentations, such as using general purpose filter banks.
4.2 Standardization
In order to standardize the textural description of textile in
microCT, we use standard normalization steps to handle vari-
ation in illumination and contrast, inherent to the imaging
process. As our features are orientation dependent, new sam-
ples were rotated to have the same weft and warp directions as
the training sample.
Derivative based filters such as those in starlet transform are
invariant to linear changes of illumination, but are not robust
nonlinear variations in contrast. In particular, the response of
the weft in a contrast adjusted image can be different from a
non-contrast adjusted image. Therefore, samples were contrast
matched to the training sample. To handle illumination vari-
ance throughout the stack, wavelet features were normalized,
slice by slice, in each direction, using the Z-transform. We
note that our algorithm was substantially less effective with-
out these steps. We comment that these steps were performed
manually but could equally be performed automatically using
affine registration and contrast matching.
4.3 Classification
In order to train our models, we consider a subset of microCT
cross-sections. Voxels in each image are labeledwith doodling,
containing several thousands of points per class. Table 1 dis-
plays exact values per sample, and Section 5.2 describe the
different strategies used to doodle the volumes.
To avoid load imbalance, we aggregate labeled voxels from
all sampled cross-sections into a single labeled set. The split
of training and test is described in Section 5.3.
Our ensemble uses bootstrapping to train five different
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural networks [31] with
Tikhonov regularization of 10−4 on 80% of the training set size.
Each MLP consisted of two hidden layers, with 25 neurons in
the first layer and 15 in the second layer.
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(a) Original (b) Weft (c) Warp (d) NLMWeft (e) NLMWarp (f) Segmented
FIGURE 4Example of classification and NLM: (a) Original Image. (b) Classification Probability Map for Weft. (c) Clas-
sification Probability Map for Warp. (d) NLM Probability Map for Weft. (e) NLM Probability Map for Warp. (f) Final
Segmentation.
4.4 Non-local Means
The final stage of our algorithm is running Non-local means
as part of the voxel classification in order to embed spatial
information by taking neighboring voxel labels into account.
As demonstrated in Figure 4, voxel by voxel classification can
lead to considerable amounts of false positives. To suppress
this, we use Non-local means as an alternative to the Potts
model. We derive Non-local means from the MAP estimate of
a Markov Random Field [21].
4.4.1 Theory
Recall the label set be = {0,… , 퐿−1} and consider a graph = ( , ). The graph nodes, voxels in our case, are indexed
by 푖 which takes values in the set {0,… , 푁 −1} and푁 = ||.
We let푖 be the set of nodes which share an edge with node 푖.
How edges are constructed is provided in the next subsection
4.4.2. We look for indicator functions 푢푖 = (푢푖,1,… , 푢푖,퐿) for
each node 푖 , which assign a label 푙 to node 푖, that is, 푢푖 is a
vector of boolean values (푢푖 ∈ {0, 1}퐿) which obeys
퐿∑
푙=1
푢푖,푙 = 1 (3)
to ensure a unique assignment.
MAP inference in a simple, pairwise, Markov Random Field
can be written as an optimization problemwith two terms [21].
The first is a likelihood term, encouraging the solution to be
close to the output of our classifier. The second is a regular-
ization term, encouraging a smooth boundary. We write this
problem formally as
min푢푖∈
∑
푖∈ ,푙∈
(
− 푝푖,푙푢푖,푙 + 1∕퐶푖
∑
푗∈푖
푤푖,푗휙(푢푖,푙, 푢푗,푙)
) (4)
with퐶푖 = ∑푗∈푖 푤푖,푗 . The value 푝푖,푙 is the probability that node
푖 belongs to label 푙, as produced by the classifier, described in
the previous section. The regularization function 휙(⋅) enforces
smoothness, and  is the integer constraint set including the
uniqueness condition in Equation 3.
Note in the case 휙(푢푖,푙, 푢푗,푙) = |푢푖,푙 − 푢푗,푙| and 휙(푢푖,푙, 푢푗,푙) =
(푢푖,푙 − 푢푗,푙)2 with a 4- or 8-neighborhood system, we recover,
respectively, multi-label Potts and multi-label RandomWalker
[4]. The weights, 푤푖,푗 are contrast sensitive Gaussian Poten-
tials, dependent on a parameter 훼, given by
푤푖,푗(훼) = exp
(
− ||푓푖 − 푓푗||22∕훼2) (5)
where 푓푖 are the features computed for node (voxel) 푖.
In the case that the potential function is quadratic and the
integer constraint is relaxed, we demonstrate in the Appendix
that one step of gradient descent leads to Non-local means.
푢푖,푙 = 푝푖,푙 + 1∕퐶푖
∑
푗∈푖
푤푖,푗푝푗,푙 (6)
This implementation is convenient in two respects, first is ease
of implementation, second is efficiency.
4.4.2 Implementation Details
The goal of Non-local means is to collect a sufficiently large
sample of like pixels to denoise a given pixel. In this respect
there is a tradeoff. Ideally a large number of pixels is col-
lected, however, up to some computational budget. In the
case of larger noise, the computational budget is loosened
and the algorithm can explore further, or in a wider window
for more like pixels. Our implementation of Non-local means
considers the neighborhood, which we sum over, 푖, to be
the 13x13x13 cube centered at 푖, with a stride of 4 in each
direction. This collects a large number of samples, from a
wide enough region, similar to those in denoising applications.
As our work has fewer classes (in the image denoising case
the number of classes is unknown) we judge this to be ade-
quate and our results are qualitatively validated in Figure 4.
Mirroring conditions were implemented for boundaries.
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TABLE 1Details of microCT volumes and experiments: RF1 was trained on uncropped samples while the proposed algorithm
and RF2 were trained and tested on the cropped sample of 6ply-a-Cropped; resolution is 16.1 µ푚/pixel
Sample Dimension (pixels) Proposed RF1 RF2
4ply 140x390x1300 Transfer Train Transfer
6ply-a-Cropped 167x183x1300 Train - Train
6ply-a-Full 194x750x1300 Test Train Test
6ply-b 175x390x1300 Transfer Train Transfer
8ply 265x390x1300 Transfer Train Transfer
There are two notable advantages over the Potts model. The
first is Non-local means requires a single pass, with a com-
plexity linear in the number of voxels, whereas the Potts model
requires solving a convex optimization problem. The second is
Non-local means considers ∼ 300 local points, in comparison
to the 26 immediately local points for a three-dimensional Potts
model. An example of the result of our calculation is illustrated
in Figure 4. Note the classification for the weft (vertical tows),
is substantially improved after applying Non-local means.
4.5 Stability
There are portions of our algorithm which contain elements
of randomness. One is the partition of training and test data,
which is done by random sampling. Another is the training
of the models. More specifically, Neural Networks are both
non-convex and use random re-starts to choose a better local
minimum.
To ensure our work is stable despite these sources of ran-
domness, we run our pipeline for 5 rounds, leaving all other
parameters constant. We found the variation to be sufficiently
low. For precision, we found that the standard deviation for
background, weft and warp to be 0.00018, 0.000843, 0.00083,
respectively. Qualitatively, these sources of randomness also
seem to present insignificant differences.
5 DATA AND EVALUATION
We evaluated our segmentation methodology on four samples,
comparing against two other compatible implementations. In
the absence of a full ground truth mask, we used labeled vox-
els for estimating the accuracy of different approaches. In this
section, we describe the experimental data and how it was
acquired (Section 5.1), the algorithms we compared our own
with (Section 5.2), and the partition of data into training, test
and transfer sets (Section 5.3).
5.1 MicroCT Data
ThemicroCT samples consist of a dual-layer 3Dwoven carbon
fiber textile reinforcement used for NASA’s deployable ther-
mal protection systems [44]. The material is a 6ply flexible
textile consisting of two weave patterns, a top modified plain
weave (4ply) and a bottom orthogonal weave (2ply) with Z-
tows that connect the two layers. Warp and weft tows are made
of 6,000 ex-PAN carbon fibers (Hexcel IM-7-6k). In addition
to the baseline 6ply textile, a 4ply and a 8ply dual-layer systems
with analogous architecture were also used in the analysis. Two
images were taking of the 6ply architecture, whereas one was
taken for both the 4ply and the 8ply.
Scans were collected at beamline 8.3.2 of the synchrotron
Advanced Light Source at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
oratory. An X-ray energy of 14 keV was used, a 1× magnifi-
cation lens and a 2560×2160 sCMOS sensor to obtain a (8.05
µm)3 voxel size. Although the magnification did not allow
us to resolve the 6,000 individual carbon fibers (≈5.2 µm in
diameter), it provides enough resolution to describe textiles
tows, and in turn it yielded the texture patterns exploited for
segmentation.
Six tomography tiles, with overlap in the warp direction,
were collected in order to cover an area of the sample span-
ning 3×5 periodic lengths in the warp and weft direction,
respectively. Each tile was reconstructed using TomoPy, an
open-source Python package for tomographic data process-
ing and image reconstruction [13]. Reconstructed results were
stitched together using the pairwise stitching option [34] of
Fiji. Further details about material and tomography analysis
can be found in [44]. For the present investigation, 2×2 unit
cell subsets of each tomography were used.
5.2 Comparative Evaluation
This section describes the two other pipelines used to compare
with the proposed approach. All pipelines are summarized in
Table 2. The first approach (RF1) is a freely available, train-
able segmentation algorithm in Fiji [41], that wraps the Weka
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machine learning library. The algorithm uses the Fast Ran-
dom Forest [7] trained on Hessian and Gabor features. The
features were computed in two dimensions over varying fre-
quencies and scale. We found no improvement when using
the three dimensional option for the samples under consid-
eration. The Random Forest builds 200 trees, each using 2
random features from 94 originally generated. The motiva-
tion for using both Hessian and Gabor are two-fold: (a) both
translate into edge detection and textural information; (b) the
features are comparable with the other two approaches tested
in this paper. Random Forest was chosen as it is the most com-
monly used classifier in interactive segmentation due to its
speed of inference [9, 20].
We implemented the second approach (RF2) by leveraging
a Random Forest classifier [31] trained on the wavelet features
without taking the local total variation, defined in Section 4.1.
In addition, local binary pattern (LBP) texture descriptors were
added to the features along with the normalized gray scale
image value. All preprocessing steps are held constant. The
features were chosen as our wavelet features are known to
have a strong response to orientation, and LBP and gray-level
features were previously reported to give the largest classifi-
cation boost in natural images aside from a learned dictionary
[27, 39].
The differences between the feature sets used in our
approach and RF2 are: (a) RF2 disregards local total vari-
ation, (b) RF2 uses LBP features additionally. Current LBP
implementations are only available as a 2D algorithm, so we
concatenate the results taken along each axis respectively. Sim-
ilar to RF1, we use a Random Forest to classify voxels into
3 classes. A Random Forest with 200 trees with a maximum
depth of 8 from the scikit-learn implementation is used, which
is the same described in Santner et al [39]. This combination
of features and classifier algorithm was the closest compari-
son we could draw which has a similar memory footprint and
implementation complexity.
5.3 Experiments
The classifiers RF2 and the proposed, which we implemented
in Python, share the same experimental set up for training and
test sets. As RF1 is a part of a standalone piece of software, it
has differing training sets. First, we describe the experiments
TABLE 2Summary of evaluated classifiers.
Name Features Classifer
Proposed LTV of Wavelets Ensembled MLP
RF1 Gabor+Hessian Random Forest
RF2 Wavelets and LBP’s Random Forest
FIGURE 5An example of “iconic" (left) versus “iconic+fine"
(right) labeling: a typical way to input ground-truth, painting
as safely a possible within the margins of each class versus a
more detailed labeling.
for RF2 and the proposed classifier, second we describe RF1
and compare all methodologies.
For the RF2 classifier and the proposed one, the samples
were split as follows: the first 6ply sample was cropped to
a region containing representative features. The uncropped
sample is referred to as 6ply-a-Full and the cropped as 6ply-
a-Cropped. The second 6ply dataset was referred to as 6ply-b.
The 4ply and 8ply were not resized. All training data was col-
lected from 6ply-a-Cropped, therefore this dataset is referred to
as the “Training” set. The labels from 6ply-a-Full are referred
to as a “Test” set. Labels from the 4ply, 6ply-b and 8ply
datasets were not used in training, so we refer to them as
“Transfer” sets. Table 1 summarizes the different datasets, with
the naming convention following the pattern: (architecture)-
(subset)-(cropped/full).
Images throughout the 6ply-a-Cropped were extracted and
voxels were labeled using doodling indicating background,
weft and warp. We refer to this dataset and the resulting clas-
sifier as the “iconic training set". The word iconic is used in
the sense that the labels are placed in a typical or “iconic” way.
Difficult to label voxels, such as those close to boundaries, are
not included in the iconic training set. Both the proposed clas-
sifier and RF2 were trained on the iconic training set. The size
of the training and test sets are in Table 3. A second dataset,
derived from the iconic training set, was curated by adding
more voxel samples from challenge areas, which we call the
“iconic+fine” labeled dataset. Figure 5 emphasizes the dis-
tinction between the two different styles of user interaction.
The proposed algorithm and RF2 were also evaluated on the
refined dataset, which simulates a user adding more labels to
understand performance at the boundaries.
Test and Transfer datasets were curated from the 6ply-a-
Full, 4ply, 6ply-b and 8ply datasets in the same way as for the
6ply-a-Cropped. None of these labels were used in training and
are therefore considered test and transfer sets. Details on the
size of these datasets is contained in Table 4.
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TABLE 3Number of labeled voxels from dataset 6ply-a-cropped.
Iconic Labels Iconic+Fine Labels
Class Train Test Total
Background 10,000 13,000 54,000
Weft 10,000 29,000 100,000
Warp 10,000 35,000 77,000
TABLE 4Number of labeled voxels in uncropped samples.
Class 6ply-a-Full 6ply-b 4ply 8ply
Background 6,392 6,149 4,672 7,664
Weft 4,984 10,990 5,535 6,112
Warp 5,550 35,000 2,862 7,525
For the RF1 classifier, both training and testing was per-
formed on the individual datasets as this strategy minimizes
misclassification, therefore we omit evaluation of transfer-
ring learned models using RF1. By using the provided inter-
face, curation occurred on a cross-section of each individual
uncropped dataset, and applied to itself.
6 RESULTS
To evaluate performance, we use precision, recall and the
퐹1 score [25]. Precision is defined as the fraction of events
where the algorithm correctly declared the 푖’th class out of all
instances when the algorithm declared 푖. Recall, or the hit rate,
is defined as the fraction of events where the algorithm cor-
rrectly declared class 푖 out of all the instances when the true
label was 푖. The 퐹1 score is the harmonic mean of the two
퐹1 = 2 ⋅
precision ⋅ recall
precision + recall . (7)
to penalize for smaller values of either. To compare algorithms
qualitatively, we randomly select a cross-section and extract
this from each uncropped dataset. The segmentation results on
this cross-section are given in Figure 6. To qualitatively evalu-
ate for the entire stack, we generated renders of segmentation
result for both weft (Figure 7) and warp (Figure 8) using Par-
aview. Full quantitative results are provided from Table 5 to
Table 10.
Results for the iconic and iconic+fine dataset are presented
in Tables 5 and 6. As 6ply-a-Cropped is the same sample
as 6ply-a-Full, qualitative results are presented for 6ply-a-
Full. The cross-section examples are shown in the top row of
Figure 6. From the iconic+fine results, we notice there is no
substantial drop-off in performance for either RF2 or for the
proposed approach. This suggests there is either substantive
repetitive information in the samples curated, or that curating
difficult samples, which register quantitatively, is challenging.
One interesting note is the impact of taking local total varia-
tion. In comparison to RF2, we see a 0.10 point improvement in
F1 score and a perceptible improvement qualitatively, demon-
strated in Figure 6(c), by using this feature alone. Having a
mean F1 score of 0.970 for all classes on both datasets are
promising results toward creating models that can be reused to
new datasets. Although there is a slight drop off in performance
for weft and warp, the results remain nearly consistent.
Qualitatively, we observe the proposed algorithm general-
izes to the remainder of the 6ply-a-Full stack shown in Figure 7
and Figure 8. This is promising given the training set contains
10,000 of the total ≈ 400 million voxels in this dataset. When
shown against the comparisons, the weft is clearly visible, as is
the warp. The comparison algorithms struggle to separate the
two for the entire image. There is some roughness, in particu-
lar, the 5% inaccuracy figure becomes more clear with a larger
number of voxels (discussed further in the next subsection).
However, the qualitative structure of the weft and the warp has
been extracted.
When re-using the classifier on new samples, we observe
successful reuse for 6ply-b and 8ply and a failure case for the
4ply sample. For the 4ply sample there is a significant drop
in performance in our algorithm for the weft and background.
This is likely due to two effects. First, the background in the
4ply image, although the sample was contrast adjusted, varies
in gray level more than the sample we trained on. Second,
this variation has vertical texture, similar to the hypothesis
of the warp, which would confuse our classifier. For the 8ply
and 6ply-b samples, we see successful reuse. F1 scores remain
above 90% in both cases. In the 6ply-b case, which is most
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(a) Original (b) RF1 (c) RF2 (d) Proposed
FIGURE 6Segmentation results on cross-sections: from top to bottom, the samples are 6ply-a-Full, 4ply, 6ply-b, 8ply.
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TABLE 5Performance on Blind Iconic labeled Dataset.
RF2 Proposed
Class Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Background 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Weft 0.77 0.87 0.82 0.97 0.95 0.96
Warp 0.90 0.82 0.86 0.95 0.98 0.97
TABLE 6Performance on Blind Iconic+Fine labeled Dataset.
RF2 Proposed
Class Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Background 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Weft 0.76 0.92 0.84 0.96 0.97 0.96
Warp 0.90 0.74 0.82 0.95 0.94 0.95
TABLE 7Performance on Blind 6ply-Full Test labeled Dataset.
RF1 RF2 Proposed
Class Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Background 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
Weft 0.86 0.90 0.83 0.73 0.89 0.81 0.97 0.96 0.96
Warp 0.81 0.87 0.84 0.92 0.79 0.85 0.97 0.97 0.97
TABLE 8Performance on Blind 4ply Transfer labeled Dataset.
RF1 RF2 Proposed
Class Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Background 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.66 0.99 0.83 0.72 0.99 0.86
Weft 0.56 0.95 0.70 0.69 0.85 0.77 0.94 0.99 0.97
Warp 0.56 0.79 0.66 0.97 0.51 0.74 0.98 0.63 0.81
TABLE 9Performance on Blind 6ply-b Transfer labeled Dataset.
RF1 RF2 Proposed
Class Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Background 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.99 0.98
Weft 0.91 0.77 0.83 0.76 0.93 0.84 0.96 0.98 0.97
Warp 0.56 0.79 0.66 0.91 0.69 0.80 0.98 0.92 0.95
TABLE 10Performance on Blind 8ply Transfer labeled Dataset.
RF1 RF2 Proposed
Class Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Background 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.99 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.98
Weft 0.83 0.77 0.80 0.70 0.89 0.80 0.86 0.96 0.91
Warp 0.73 0.77 0.75 0.93 0.77 0.85 0.97 0.87 0.92
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(a) RF1 (b) RF2 (c) Proposed
FIGURE 7Rendered segmentation results for weft: from top to bottom, the samples are 6ply-a-Full, 4ply, 6ply-b, 8ply.
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(b) RF1 (c) RF2 (d) Proposed
FIGURE 8Rendered segmentation results for warp: from top to bottom, the samples are 6ply-a-Full, 4ply, 6ply-b, 8ply.
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similar in features to the training set, we see F1 scores remain
consistent. The effect of our features is clear as RF2 struggles
on all transfer sets, with a few changes in features from the pro-
posed. Similarly, our algorithm outperforms RF1 on weft and
warp classification on samples that RF1 was trained on and our
algorithm was not.
6.1 Modes of Failure
While the results of our algorithm are encouraging there are
several ways it fails. The most notable is the breakdown of our
basic texture assumption. This can be seen clearly in the cross
section images Figure 6. The texture features break down near
artifacts, as well as tight junctions between weft and warp. On
the re-use cases, there are clear holes in the weft from our clas-
sification which can be seen in the renderings Figure 7 and
Figure 8. This is mainly from sharp turns in the tows, which
changes the texture.
Furthermore, we noticed that classifying warp is often more
challenging than classifying weft. A standing hypothesis for
this is a difference in resolution along this axis, which should
be systematically checked to determine if this impacts the
ability of features to describe the samples.
Another issue is the inaccuracy of our algorithm with
respect to the sample background in transfer cases. A reason
for this is the change on the distribution of gray values with
respect to the transfer set. In each of these cases, regions will be
classified as smooth where it should be rough, and vice-versa.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
This paper describes methods to analyze different types of
carbon fiber-based heat shield materials for next-generation
spacecraft. We have presented a semi-supervised, interactive
algorithm for segmenting volumetric microCT images using
texture features, Neural Networks and Non-local means. The
capability of segmenting individual tows of different direc-
tions and orientations will enable efficient stochastic analysis
of textiles. Analysis of woven structures composed of numer-
ous (>10) layers, which is impractical to handle with manual
segmentation, becomes substantially more efficient with the
technique developed in the proposed work.
Although the current results are encouraging, proposed clas-
sifiers showed limitations due to the expressiveness of the
features for building decision models. This becomes less accu-
rate near boundaries, sharply missing geometrical and spatial
cues, such as the continuity of fibrillar patterns. In the future,
new algorithms will need to be more robust to these effects.
A first future line of inquiry is to compare our Wavelet-
LTV features with features learned more directly from data,
which would allow tuning parameters automatically. This
might be possible for the following reasons: the main features
in this work are the result of iterated convolutions followed by
point-wise nonlinearities, and the proposed pipeline generated
curated datasets that can leveraged from now on. Interestingly,
these are exactly the type of operations occurring in a con-
volutional neural network, suggesting wavelet features can be
learned from data.
Another direction is incorporating stronger priors than tex-
ture and cohesiveness. Long tows can likely be tracked, giving
a rough indication to the outline of each. Combining this with
learned texture cues could improve segmentation performance.
Furthermore, interactive manual curation of a single sample to
higher segmentation quality might support the construction of
better classifiers, i.e. improved accuracy across samples.
Devising sample patterns also remains a pressing issue. We
assume the sampling used here quantitatively reflects what we
observe qualitatively. However, there are clear sources of bias
and investigating the impact of these biases is required for
algorithms to be used more reliably in practice.
Finally, while our algorithm was able to handle the carbon
fiber datasets, there is substantial work to do on scale. Most
microCT datasets are several multiples larger than those con-
sidered. Scaling algorithms to handle larger static images, as
well as spatial temporal images, is part of future work.
The prompt availability of tow parameters such as local ori-
entation angles, cross sectional area and aspect ratio will allow
analysis of material properties based on microCT data. For
example, for fibrous structures such as carbon fiber insulators
or woven textiles, anisotropic properties of the constituting
phases (e.g. fiber thermal conductivity or elastic modulus)
are approximated as scalar quantities in current simulations
[11, 29, 30], while it is well-known that they substantially
vary along different micro-structure directions. Efficient seg-
mentation provides access to local orientation information of
tow paths and fiber direction, allowing the formulation of
constituent properties as tensorial quantities in computational
material simulations.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, we demonstrate how the linear update in
Equation (6) can be derived as a first step in gradient descent
in a relaxed version of the MAP problem. We first relax the
integer constraints and discuss the resulting convex set. Then
the problem is re-written more conveniently in terms of vec-
tor unknowns, and finally, we demonstrate that each step of
gradient descent gives a feasible solution, leading to iterated
Non-local means.
Recall from Section 4.4.1 the MAP problem is to find
boolean vectors 푢푖 satisfying
min푢푖∈
∑
푖∈ ,푙∈
(
− 푝푖,푙푢푖,푙 +
1
퐶푖
∑
푗∈푖
푤푖,푗휙(푢푖,푙 − 푢푗,푙)
) (8)
where 푤푖,푗 are the edge weights of the graph, 퐶푖 = ∑푗∈푖 푤푖,푗is a normalizing constant, and the constraint set  is the integer
set
 = {푢푖 ∈ ℝ퐿| 퐿−1∑
푙=0
푢푖,푙 = 1, 푢푖,푙 ∈ {0, 1}}. (9)
We consider the simplified case where 휙(⋅) = (⋅)2 giving
min푢푖∈
∑
푖∈ ,푙∈
(
− 푝푖,푙푢푖,푙 +
1
퐶푖
∑
푗∈푖
푤푖,푗(푢푖,푙 − 푢푗,푙)2
) (10)
Relaxing the integer constraint in  leads to the convex set  ,
known as the probabilistic simplex [5].
 = {푢푖 ∈ ℝ퐿| 퐿−1∑
푙=0
푢푖,푙 = 1, 푢푖,푙 ≥ 0}. (11)
Each vector in this set can be viewed as a probability dis-
tribution indexed by 푙. With these assumptions we rewrite
the problem in terms of matrices as follows. The unknown
variables 푢푖,푙 are collected into a matrix 푈 ∈ ℝ푁,퐿. For con-
venience, we denote the 푙’th column of 푈 as 푈푙. Similarly, the
probabilities outputted by the classifier 푝푖,푙 are collected into a
matrix 푃 with columns 푃푙. The normalized graph Laplacian is
denoted by  and has entries
푖,푗 = 1 − 1퐶푖푤푖,푗 . (12)
which can be conveniently represented as
 = Id −푊 , (13)
with Id the identitymatrix and푊 the weights matrix with rows
summing to one. Note that for each 푈푙.
푈푇푙 퐷푈푙 =
∑
푖∈
1
퐶푖
∑
푗∈푖
푤푖,푗(푢푖,푙 − 푢푗,푙)2 (14)
The MAP problem is then
minimize 푓 (푈 ) (15)
subject to ∑
푙∈퐿
푈푙 = 1, 푈 ⪰ 0. (16)
Where 1 is the all ones vector in ℝ푁 . The objective function,
푓 (푈 ), is
푓 (푈 ) =
∑
푙∈
−푃 푇푙 푈푙 + 푈
푇
푙 푈푙. (17)
The constraints enforce positivity of each entry of 푈 and that
each row sum to one.
The main advantage to formulating the problem this way
is that, for a particular choice of initial guess, the constraints
can be satisfied at each step of gradient descent. As a review,
gradient descent is an algorithm for unconstrained optimiza-
tion problems with a differentiable objective function 푓 (푥) and
proceeds according to the updates
푥푘+1 = 푥푘 − 휆∇푓 (푥푘). (18)
Provided the parameter 휆 lies in the range (0, 1∕훽] with 훽 the
Lipschitz constant of ∇푓 , this converges to a global minimum
for a convex problem. Taking the gradient of 푓 in our objective
function, we have
∇푓 = −푃 +푈. (19)
which is Lipschitz continuous with constant 훽 = 1. Choosing
휆 = 1, gradient descent applied to our problem gives
푈푘+1 = 푈푘 + 푃 −푈푘 (20)
using  = Id −푊 this becomes.
푈푘+1 = 푃 +푊푈푘. (21)
Provided the initial guess has positive entries whose rows sum
to one, all subsequent updates have this property, automatically
satisfying the problems constraints. Choosing the initial guess
to be the probabilites outputted by the classifier, we arrive at
the Non-local means approximation given in equation (6).
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